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Chapte rr  Seven 
Casee stud y Interpoli s 

'Heavy'Heavy dog kiss' (Jvrslg98, see end of chapter) 

Inn this chapter  I present the case study Interpoli s Nederland B.V. I studied Interpoli s 
duringg the period of October  1999 to May 2000. The description of Interpolis, its 
markets,, services, strategy and front  offices concern that period. The chapter  unfolds 
ass follows. 

 An introduction to Interpolis. 
 An introduction to the main units of analysis: Interpolis'  front  office. 
 Data collection: the sources of information at Interpolis. 
 Interpolis'  services. 
 Interpolis'  market. 
 Interpolis'  basic organizational structure. 
 Interpolis'  strategy. 
 Interpolis'  front  office. 

Thee main parts of the chapter  are the section on Interpolis'  strategy (focussed on 
Interpolis ''  Employment Benefits (EB) strategy) and the section on Interpolis'  front 
office.. Interpoli s experienced quite extensive strategic developments which are of 
interestt  in regard to the theory in this thesis. Interpolis'  strategic developments can 
bee typified by the service positioning strategies of proposition three and Gallouj  & 
Weinstein'ss innovation types. Part of Interpolis'  strategy was to position itself in a 
networkk of suppliers, customers and distributio n channels. This network positioning 
wil ll  be described through Klüber  et al.'s 'network ecosystem' presented in chapter 
two.. To give the reader  a complete understanding of these developments, the section 
onn Interpolis'  strategy is quite large. The section on Interpolis'  strategy is 
subdividedd into six sections. 

1.. Interpolis'  EB strategy for  its small and medium enterprise (SME) market 
segment,, subdivided into: 

 Supporting SME's human resource management and income insurance 
damagee reduction; 

 EB module one; 
 Ideas on forthcoming EB modules; 
 Reduction of administrative burden around HRM. 

2.. Interpolis'  EB strategy for  the large enterprise market segment. 
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3.. Strategic developments in Interpolis' EB field directly following the period 
off  study. 

4.. Characteristics of Interpolis' strategy (confrontation of Interpolis' strategy 
withh the three service positioning strategies of proposition three). 

5.. Innovations in Interpolis' EB strategy (confrontation of Interpolis' strategy 
withh Gallouj & Weinstein's innovation types). 

6.. Network positioning of the BU EB (confrontation of Interpolis' strategy 
withh Klüber et al.'s 'network ecosystem'). 

Thee section on the front office is divided into an introduction of the service 
deliveryy process for EB module one followed by discussions on the type of front 
office,, the degree of customization, relation information, product information and 
processs information and the effectiveness of the front office. The chapter ends with 
thee main conclusions, a discussion on what I learned from the Interpolis case. 

Interpoli s s 

Duringg the period of study Interpolis was a 100% subsidiary of the Rabo Groep. In 
2000,, Rabo Groep consisted of several companies with different services (see table 
7.1).. Rabo Nederland is a cooperation of 397 locally operating banks with 1727 
branchess from which about 9 million customers are served. Rabo Nederland is so to 
sayy the daughter of 397 mothers (JvrsRabolOO). N.V. Interpolis was founded in 
1969.. Key figures are depicted in table 7.2. Table 7.3 shows the contribution of the 
mainn activities to Interpolis' turnover and result before tax. 

Thee development of Interpolis in the Dutch insurance market is notable. In the 
periodd 1994-1998 Interpolis almost tripled its turnover in the life insurance business. 
Turnoverr in indemnity business grew with 30%. The complete turnover doubled and 
resultt before tax quadrupled (from 42 million Euro in 1994 to 168 million Euros in 
19988 (Jrvslg98). Interpolis occupied a fourth position in the Dutch insurance market 
(BrochCompaan). . 

RabobankRabobank Groep entity 
Raboo Nederland 

Raboo Internationaal 
interpolis s 
Dee Lage Landen (DLL) 
Robeco o 
Gildee Investment Management 
Internationall  Private Banking & 
Trust t 
Securitiess Bank Stroeve 
Schretlenn & Co 
Raboo Vastgoed 

MainMain services 
Servicess for Rabo Banks, Group treasury, corporate 
clients,, security services, ICT and facilities 
Raboo Securities, corporate and investment banking 
Insurances,, pensions and employment benefits 
Leasing,, trade finance, vendor finance 
Assett management, investment funds 
Venturee capital 
Internationall  private asset management 

Assett management, investment advise 
Assett management, planning and advise 
Planning,, project financing and participation 

Tablee 7.1: Rabobank Groep, its subsidiaries and main services 
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Turnover r 
Resultt before tax 
Resultt after tax 
Insuredd capital 
Employeess (full time and part time) 

1999 1999 
3.532 2 

187 7 
129 9 

48.617 7 
2704 4 

1998 1998 
3.109 9 

168 8 
115 5 

44.836 6 
2421 1 

Tablee 7.2. Key figures on Interpolis in million Euros (Jvrslg99). 

Interpolis ''  Fron t Offic e 

II  studied the introduction of the first module of the Employment Benefits concept to 
Raboo Banks and the SME market segment. This introduction was organized by 
Interpolis'' business unit Employment Benefits (BU EB), specifically BU EB's 
markett unit MKB (Midden en Klein Bedrijf- Small and Medium Enterprises). The 
BUU EB was explicitly meant as a marketing, distribution and sales support 
organization.. The BU EB organized the complete specification process of the first 
EBB module through the program Starter (StartPlanning99). In Starter the marketing 
andd sales processes for the module were rolled out through training of bank 
employeess and front office ICT applications. Through this project I was able to 
studyy the relationship between the degree of customization of the EB service and the 
relation,, product en process information with which the service specification process 
inn Rabo Banks was supported. 

Dataa Collectio n 

Inn the case study at Interpolis the following information sources were used. 
 Documentation (see references at the end of this chapter). 
 Eleven interviews with senior management and project management. 

MainMain activity 

Privatee indemnity 
Indemnityy SME 
Privatee life insurances 
Collectivee pensions 
Employmentt Benefits 
Legall  assistance 
insurances s 
Sterpolis s 
Hagelunie e 
Interpoliss Intermediair 
Bedrijf f 

Gross Gross 
premiums premiums 

1999 1999 
270 0 
273 3 
1572 2 
118 8 
117 7 
31 1 

100 0 
55 5 
147 7 

ResultResult before 
tax tax 

1999 1999 
22 2 
31 1 
117 7 

Nott mentioned 
-30 0 
4 4 

7 7 
10 0 
5 5 

Gross Gross 
premiums premiums 

1998 1998 
240 0 
246 6 
1378 8 
133 3 
93 3 
27 7 

93 3 
52 2 
130 0 

ResultResult before 
taxtax 1998 

18 8 
20 0 
103 3 

Nott mentioned 
-28 8 
5 5 

6 6 
6 6 
0 0 

Tablee 7.3: Contribution of activities to Interpolis' turnover and result before tax in million 
Euross (Jvrslg99) 
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Interpolis ''  Service s 

Interpoli ss provides insurance services ranging from basic indemnity insurances for 
privatee persons and businesses to lif e insurances, collective and individual pension 
products,, income insurances, legal assistance insurances and employee benefits. 

Interpoli ss had good experience with packaging services. In 1996 Rabo and 
Interpoli ss introduced the OpMaat Hypotheek (the 'tailored mortgage'). Three years 
laterr  Rabo and Interpoli s administered 100.000 of these mortgages (Jrvrslg99). In 
19977 Interpoli s introduced the 'Alles-in-één Polis'  ('all-in-one policy') for  private 
indemnityy insurances. Two years later  Interpoli s realized the largest growth in 
privatee indemnity insurances in its history of more than 10%. In 2000, three years 
afterr  its introduction, more than one million customers had an all-in-one policy with 
ann average of 3 persons insured on it, i.e. about 18% of the complete Dutch 
populationn (JvrslgOl). In 1998 Interpoli s introduced the 'Bedrijven Compact Polis' 
(BCPP - 'business compact policy') for  indemnity insurances for  SME's. During 
19999 a large amount of SME customers migrated to the BCP. 

Inn the EB field Interpoli s provided two main products. 

 The Bedrij  fsZekerPlan (BZP - Business Security Plan), an income insurance 
forr  employers in which they are insured for  payment of salary during illness 
orr  occupational disablement of their  employees. 

 The PremieDempingsVerzekering (PDV - premium attenuation insurance) 
withh which employers are insured against social security premium rise for 
thee WAO due to WAO influx and according to the bonus/penalty rulin g in 
thee Pemba act. The PDV is a private insurance against the risk of premium 
raisee of another, public insurance. Specifics on the WAO and Pemba act are 
presentedd in appendix B. 

Interpolis ''  Market 

Interpoli ss traditionall y has a strong position in the agricultural market and the SME 
markett  in the Netherlands (Jrvslg98). Its main distributio n channel, Rabo Banks, is 
strongg in the same segments. Furthermor e Interpoli s benefits from Rabo's strong 
customerr  community of about nine million private customers (Jrvrslg99). 

Inn the last view years, attention for  Employee Benefits services is growing in the 
Netherlands,, as well on the demand side as on the supply side (BlauwITarch99). 
Duee to the privatization trend in social security (see appendix B), employers show 
ann increasing need for  private health insurances, Pemba insurances and private 
occupationall  disablement insurances (WAO-shortfal l insurances), together  with a 
needd for  support in the control of absenteeism due to health care problems and a 
needd for  support in administrative settlement. This trend was strengthened by 
scarcityy on the labor  market at the end of last century, which resulted in growing 
attentionn for  complete conditions of employment packages in which financial 
servicess became of growing importance. 
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Onn the supply side many insurance companies saw employee benefits services as 
strategicc and entered into alliances with occupational health care service companies, 
humann resource management suppliers (like temporary employment agencies) and 
administrationn institutions for social security (the UVI's). Administration 
institutionss for social security were going through a privatization process during the 
periodd of study and were interested in broadening their service concept into 
employeee benefits services, as is mentioned shortly in the Gak case study. 

Thee Rabo Bank Group in general and Interpolis specifically realized its potential 
inn the employee benefits market (BlauwITarch99). Al l components for employee 
benefitss services were available in the Rabo Groep (insurances, pension products, 
bankingg products, investment services, (company) card services, leasing and 
factoring,, etc.) and the Rabo Groep had a severe market share in the SME market 
segment. . 

"Rabo"Rabo / Interpolis has almost all required for Employment Benefits: 
competenciescompetencies in the field of banking, insurances and occupational health 
carecare services. Eventually, acquisitions of occupational health care services 
willwill  follow. Thirty eight percent of all SME's view Rabo as their primary 
bank." bank." 

Inn 1998, the Rabo Bank Group/Interpolis took the fifth position in the Dutch EB 
market,, measured by market share for individual products, which regularly are part 
off  EB-packages (BusplanGO). These market shares are summarized in table 7.4. 

Insurancee companies in the Netherlands offered quite comprehensive EB 
packagess during the period of study. Generally, packages contain sickness benefits 
actt substitution insurances, occupational health care services, absenteeism 
supervision,, health cost insurances, occupational benefits insurances, pensions, 
ANW-shortfalll  insurances, WAO-shortfall insurances, collective accident insurances 
andd business savings arrangements. Combinations with legal assistance insurances, 
privatee indemnity and savings products, Pemba insurances and training products 
weree rare. Combinations with EB-statements, absenteeism control and care 
intermediationn were growing. Integrated EB-propositions were already offered to the 
markett but were quite immature. The total market for EB was growing 
(BusplanGO). . 

Product Product 
Pensions s 

Healthh costs insurances 
Businesss savings 
arrangementss by banks 
(bedrijj  fssparen) 
Businesss savings 
arrangementss by insurers 

MarketMarket share 
6%% (Interpolis) 

9%% (CZ Group) 
43%% (Rabo) 

0% % 

Product Product 
Occupationall  disability 
insurances s 
Liabilityy insurances 
WAO-shortfalll  insurances 

ANW-shortfalll  insurances 

MarketMarket share 
10%% Interpolis) 

12%% Interpolis) 
8%% (Interpolis) 

8%% (Interpolis) 

Tablee 7.4: Position of Interpolis on the EB market in 1998 (BusPlanGO) 
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Interpolis ''  Basic Organizationa l Structur e 
Interpolis'' organization consisted of five business units and four businesses. The 
businesss units are: BU Private Indemnity, BU Businesses, BU Private Life, BU 
Pensions,, BU Employment Benfits. Interpolis' businesses are Legal Assistence 
Insurances,, Hagelunie, Sterpolis and Interpolis' Intermediair Bedrijf. Legal 
assistancee insurances specialize in legal assistance with 170 employees in 1998 
(Jrvslg98).. Hagelunie specialization in insurances for agriculture and possesses 
strongg market segments: 55% in agricultural and horticultural growth and 
arboriculture,, 80% in bulb growing and 90% in glass horticulture. Sterpolis is the 
directt writing label of Interpolis. Interpolis Intermediair Bedrijf (Interpolis 
Intermediaryy Business) develops and supports Interpolis' distribution channel of 
insurancee intermediaries (Jrvslg99). The intermediary channel and the direct writing 
channell  Sterpolis are complementary to Interpolis' main distribution channel, the 
Raboo Banks. Interpolis has a multi distribution policy (Jrvlsg98; Jvrslg99), as it 
statedd in their yearly report over 1999: "We believe in a mix of channels. The 
customerr chooses the moment and the medium" (Jrvrslg99). 

Interpolis'' management staff consists of: legal affairs, corporate communication, 
ICT,, concern control, internal accountancy and concern HRM. Its concern 
businessess are: bank and business support, facilities and reinsurance. 

Thee BU Employment Benefits (BU EB) started during 1998 and consisted of the 
markett unit Midden en Klein Bedrijf (MKB - Small and Medium Enterprises), the 
markett unit Grote Ondernemingen (GO - Large Enterprises) and the product unit 
Inkomensverzekeringenn (IV - Income insurances) (BlauwITarch99). Both market 
unitss targeted different market segments with the SME market as the traditionally 
mostt important segment. The product unit IV provided the above-mentioned 
productss BZP and PDV. The BU EB was meant to function as a node in the network 
off  employee benefits product suppliers and distribution channels (Jrvslg98). For the 
forthcomingg years the market unit MKB had to function as a marketing, distribution 
andd sales support organization. It had the responsibility to compose and market 
employmentt benefits packages, to develop sales channels and to support these 
channelss (BlauwITarch99). 

Itt should be noted that Interpolis' largest distribution channel, Rabo Banks, 
weren'tt obliged to sell Interpolis' products. For many Rabo Banks, however, 
Interpoliss was seen as the logical supplier of insurances, given that Interpolis was a 
100%% subsidiary of the Rabo Groep. 

"The"The BU EB will  sell its services by Rabo Banks in the first place. Because 
everyevery Rabo Bank determines its own assortment the possibility exists that 
partpart of the Rabo Banks won't participate." 

Interpolis ''  Strateg y 

Interpoliss strategic developments during the period of study were quite extensive. I 
wil ll  discuss these developments in six sections. 
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 Interpolis' Employment Benefits (EB) strategy for its SME market segment. 
 EB strategy for the large enterprise market segment. 
 Strategic developments in Interpolis' EB field directly following the period 

off  study. 
 Characteristics of Interpolis'strategy. 
 Innovations in Interpolis' EB strategy. 
 Network Positioning of the BU EB. 

Interpolis ''  EB Strateg y fo r its SME Market Segmen t 
Interpoliss had planned different phases in its EB strategy for the SME market, 
knownn as module one and module two/three. Furthermore it planned investments to 
reducee the administrative burden around HRM for itself and its customers. During 
thee period of study Interpolis introduced its module one to the SME market, studied 
onn module two/three and worked on the reduction of administrative burden around 
humann resource management. I wil l discuss these developments in this section after 
havingg started with a discussion on the basic idea behind Interpolis' EB strategy and 
thee three phases of introduction. 

SupportingSupporting  SME's Human  Resource  Management  and Income 
InsuranceInsurance  Damage Reduction 

Thee Rabo Groep has a strong market position in the SME segment and supported 
itss SME clients in the financial and physical aspects of their business, but not in the 
humanhuman resource aspects. SME's are supported in running their business financially 
throughh Rabo's financial products and physically through Interpolis' large range of 
insurancess to cover risks on physical assets like buildings, production machines and 
transportationn vehicles. Rabo realized that it needed to support the human resource 
aspectss of SME's businesses as well (BusplanGO; ComPlanOO; MensopBalans). The 
Dutchh deregulation of the social security market and the growing scarcity on the 
laborr market were main reasons to do so. These developments caused severe risks 
forr SME's. 

"Financial"Financial resources, physical objects and human resources, that's the way 
RaboRabo think about companies. " 

Absenteeismm and drop out of human resources had become a serious risk for 
SME's.. Absenteeism, for instance, could mean loss of production because instant 
replacementt with temporary employees had become troubled due to a tight labor 
market.. An employee's long-term inability to work would mean extra management 
attention,, (expensive) re-integration, long-term uncertainty about replacement and in 
thee end higher premiums for social security insurances like the WAO. Due to the 
neww legislation in the field of social security and occupational health care (as 
mentionedd in appendix B), risks of illness and disablement and its treatment had 
beenn shifted towards employers. Large corporations already recognized these risks 
andd took measures. SME's, on the contrary, often lack human resource management 
competenciess to see trough the consequences of new legislation and to change 
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humann resource policies. Human resource absenteeism and drop out had become 
risksrisks for SME's with potentially serious financial consequences. Rabo Groep as 
beingg one of the most important financers of SME's wanted to protect its SME 
clientss from these risks to support continuation and competitive strength of SME's 
(BUemplo98). . 

"Employment"Employment benefits is driven by Rabo Bank, they obtain reduction of 
humanhuman resource related risks at their clients. " 

Thee Rabo Groep had another reason to invest in its employee benefits business. 
Interpoliss suffered a loss on employee benefits of 28 million Euros in 1998 and 30 
millionn Euros in 1999 (Jvrslg 99). As Interpolis stated in its yearly report of 1999 
(Jvrslgg 99): "There were disappointments as well, mainly with the illness 
absenteeismm insurances. This is due to effects of the first years in which employers 
andd insurance companies had low experience in quantifying these risks."..."To stop 
thiss situation we took firm measures in the field of absenteeism control. Furthermore 
premiumss are raised seriously, based on the risk profile of the company". 

"The"The premium of income insurances has recently been adjusted and further 
adjustmentsadjustments except from inflation correction are undesirable. The only 
possibilitypossibility to reduce damage is redesign of processes, as is done in the EB-
formulaformula (shorter lines, more prevention)." 

Raboo Bank Groep and Interpolis deliberately chose the term employment 
benefitss and not the regular term employee benefits, to emphasize their focus on 
supportt of the relationship between employer and employee (ZelfstudieEB). The 
termm employment covers both parties in the relationship. It is not only the employee 
whoo benefits but the employer as well. "The core of Employment Benefits is the 
financing,, organization, binding and rewarding of the labor factor" (Jrvslg98). 

"The"The terminology employments benefits is important because we 're talking 
aboutabout an integrated product that provides in the needs of employees and 
employers." employers." 

Interpoliss recognized a complex set of EB requirements of SME employers 
(Prodbeleid99;; Jrvlg99). 

1.. Support in the meeting of legal obligations and obligations stemming from 
collectivee labor agreements, like occupational health care obligations, 
compliancee to social security acts, fiscal and accountancy obligations and 
implementationn of sector arrangements (like obligatory WAO-shortfall 
insurances). . 

2.. Cost control and optimization of the human resource factor (covering the 
financiall  risks of absenteeism and lengthy occupational disablement; 
absenteeismm prevention and control; re-integration of occupational disabled 
people;; substitution of il l employees; advise and education). 
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3.. Reduction of the administrative burden due to social security obligations and 
supplementaryy arrangements and advise in social security affairs 
(transparentt service packages; single point of contact for the administration; 
electronicc communication). 

"To"To take away human resource troubles of employers. " 

Thesee requirements largely correspond with the requirements of Interpolis' 
distributionn channel Rabo Banks, which require a transparent service package and an 
administrationn of products without problems. 

Beforee the period of study an external strategic consultancy firm studied 
Interpolis'' and Rabo's potential for the Employee Benefits market and advised three 
phasess (see figure 7.1) of service development (BUemplo98; WillemIIEB99). 

1.. A basic service package for loss of income and care services to the SME 
markett to develop a strong starting position and to build relationships. 
Extendd the EB service package into the direction of additional components 
likee pensions and savings products. 
Extendd the EB service package into human resource arrangements to support 
employee'ss binding to employers and to develop a new business to 
employeee distribution channel (based on workplace marketing) for private 
productss of the Rabo Groep. 

2. . 

3. . 

Needss of employer - employee 

Product t 
types s 

Protection n 
against t 
losss of income 

Statutory y 
regulated d 
('must') ) 

Complements s 
withh collective 
salee ('should') 

Complementss (" 
with h 
individual l 
salee ('nice to 
have') ) 

Compensation n 
of f 
medical l 
expenses s 

Pensions s 
andd savings 

Remainin n 

mortsaees s 

Losss of income 
andd care 

Pensionss and savings 

Humann resource arrangements 
-- binding of employee 
-- new channel for private products 

Figuree 7.1: Three phases to introduce EB modules (WillemIIEB99) 
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Additionall  turnover for the phase one and two modules was predicted at about 
2700 million Euros (InrBUemploy98). 

Too support employers and to reduce claims, Interpolis organized a network of 
servicee suppliers. Interpolis started a joint venture, called Compaan 
VerzuimbeheersingVerzuimbeheersing (Compaan absenteeism control) and closed a contract with five 
occupationall  health care services. With this contract Interpolis became the first 
Dutchh insurer with 'multi-arbo' services (Jrvslgl999; OPVerzNet2000). 

CompaanCompaan is a joint venture with the CZ Group (the largest care insurer in the 
Netherlands),, Adecco Personeelsdiensten (a top five temporary agency in the 
Netherlands)) and SGG/Stigas (occupational health services). Compaan provides 
interventionss to re-integrate il l or disabled employees and provides administrative 
facilitiess through single point of contact services. Compaan provides an integrated 
servicee for illness reporting and registration; care insurance; care intermediation; 
conflictt intermediation; specialist psychological interventions; physical 
rehabilitationn programs; workplace advise; business fitness plans; labor expert 
advise;; education; temporary or continuous substitution of ill employees; 
replacementt and labor intermediation and application for REA subsidies 
(BrochCompaan;; Jvrslg98; Jvrslg98; OPVerzNet2000). Compaan bundles services 
off  a comprehensive network of specialist companies in the re-integration market, 
likee HCN, CS Service, AMO/AGPP, AFP, RAC, Axiliation Health Support, Stigas, 
Stichtingg de Voorde, Health Connect Nederland, EMN, ZVN Advies, Adecco and 
Interpoliss (HandboekComp). In a pilot with 125 interventions the Compaan network 
wass evaluated positively because many interventions showed to be successful 
(EvaCompaan98). . 

Interpolis'Interpolis' 'multi-arbo' service is to make conditions on occupational health 
caree contracts between Interpolis' EB-customers and occupational health care 
providers.. These conditions cover registration of absenteeism, absenteeism control 
andd absenteeism supervision. Furthermore, Interpolis agreed on data interchange 
betweenn the occupational health care providers and Interpolis. The contract was 
closedd with ArboNed, ArboUnie, Relan Arbo, Commit Arbo and De Twaalf 
Provinciën-Avioss (PDS-offl.9; VerzuimBeheersing2000). In the contracts between 
thee occupational health care providers and EB customers of Interpolis referral to 
Compaann Verzuimbeheersing was arranged for. 

EBEB Module  One 
Thee market unit MKB focused its strategy from June 1998 on the first phase, EB 
modulee one (BlauwITarch99; WillemIIEB99). 

•• Building relationships with suppliers through simplifying and bundling of 
coherentt products into packages that satisfy a large demand without getting 
intoo price competition. Suppliers are defined as all those business units and 
productt units within the Rabo Groep and third parties outside the Rabo 
Groepp that supply components of the employment benefits package. This 
meanss that the product unit income insurances of BU EB was seen as a 
supplierr as well. Suppliers are responsible for the administration of 
insurancess and their own portfolio. 
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•• Building relationships with Rabo Banks, as being the primary distribution 
channell of the market unit MKB, through developing assurance and self-
confidencee in the sales of employment benefits products by providing 
relevant,, just in time support (by simple and reliable business processes and 
ann effective service desk). 

•• Building relationships with end customers through anchoring the 
relationshipp marketing model in the employment benefits formula and by 
organizingg EB events with Rabo Banks. 

Inn the next two years the market unit would roll out a basic service package for 
'workk and health' services (module one) to the SME market to develop a strong 
startingg position and to build relationships in the market. From 2002 on, extension of 
EBB services was planned. 

Thee BU EB was supposed to develop three core competencies (WülemIIEB99). 
1.. Marketing, distribution and sales to support the Rabo Banks. 
2.. Specification and layout of modules into EB-packages that are valued by the 

market. . 
3.. Supply and implementation. 

Thee BU EB had to position itself as the logical partner for relation concepts to Rabo 
Bankss and as the critical coordinator of back offices and suppliers. The BU EB is 
seenn as a content organizer, not as content provider (InrBUemploy98). 

"The"The  BU EB is a content organizer, contrary to the other business units who 
areare content providers." 

Thee positioning of BU EB is visualized in figure 7.2. The suppliers of the BU 
EBB produce their services. The BU EB assembles these services into EB packages 
andd supports the distribution of the package. Distribution (advise and sales) is done 
byy Rabo Banks in the first place and sometimes through the direct channel of 
Interpolis.. Module one is sold by Rabo Banks to SME employers. Module two was 
plannedd to be sold to SME employers and employees as well. For module two, EB 
servicess were planned to be sold by Rabo Banks to employees, but only after these 
employeess had been attended on the services by their employer (through worksite 
marketing). . 
Thee starting position for the BU EB was as follows (WillemIIEB99). 

•• Less than 5 percent of the business advisors in Rabo Banks sold EB 
productss due to the complexity of existing products. 

•• Rabo employees had to spend 3.5 hours to close contracts. 
•• The cost to income ratio was 105%. 
•• The basic EB product, the Bedrij fsZekerPlan (BZP - Business Security 

Plan),, was no part of the marketing database, nor of sales support 
applications;; offering took too long and Rabo Bank employees suffered 
knowledgee on the product. 

•• Rabo Bank employees had a gap in their knowledge of EB products in 
general. . 
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"Business"Business advisors at Rabo Banks generally concentrate on credit control 
andand financial products, although there are severe differences between Rabo 
Banks.Banks. The complete set of products has become too broad for relation 
managers.managers. " 

"In"In  total Rabo has 600 to 700 products. " 

"Rabo"Rabo Banks employ business advisors who will  going to sell the EB 
product.product. These people are originally financial advisors. Nowadays there 
existexist more combinations between financial and insurance functions, at least 
thatthat is the ambition. Insurances are too complex, therefore support of the BU 
EBEB is welcome." 

"The"The MKB-pilot in Brabant (in which Stichas, CZ, Compaan, Rabo and 
Interpolis)Interpolis) sold a literally stapled version of the EB product....This project 
showedshowed that the questions belonging to the different insurances needed 
alignment,alignment, many questions doubled; that explaining the complexity of the 
productproduct was allmost impossible (at least in one hour) and that self service 
andand to-the-point information was a critical success factor. " 
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"The"The business advisors (BA) are the primary persons to act as consultants. 
TheThe BA advises what he knows. The about 2200 BA 's are originally financial 
advisorsadvisors and know little about insurances. The insurance advisor will  have 
toto help them. The problem definition of the customer is not broadened 
becausebecause of the problem and product oriented advise. The question is how to 
educateeducate BA's to EB-advisor. They know a lot about leasing and loaning; 
littlelittle  about insurances." 

Thee knowledge gap on EB services at Rabo Banks and the problem of complex 
productss was not only a problem with EB products but with the business oriented 
indemnityy insurance package 'Business Compact Policy' as well (NaarSucBCP99). 
Forr both, simplification of products and procedures and education of Rabo Bank 
employeess was planned (NaarSucBCP99; CommPlanOO; WillemIIEB99). 

Thee short-term targets for EB were (WillemIIEB99): 
•• To have 50% of all Rabo Bank business advisors as an EB advisor; 
•• To support the business advisors to close a contract within one hour; 
•• To handle 99% of proposals within two weeks and 99% of all contracts 

withinn 4 weeks 
•• To arrive at a package price higher than or the same as the price of the single 

componentss to avoid price competition. 
Too reach these targets, Interpolis had to simplify its EB service, to develop 

processess by which the BA could close contracts independently, to disclose EB 
buyingg patterns and to process policies and claims by the BU EB itself 
(WillemIIEB99).. These goals were aimed at with the Starter project. Ease was 
aimedd at for the intermediary (Rabo Banks), the customer (SME's) and the 
administrationn offices / accountants of the customer. Interpolis spoke about an 'ease 
proposition** (InrBUemploy98; KSFgemak; RaboMade). 

"Intermediaries"Intermediaries earn their money on insurances with premiums and 
provisions.provisions. Their cost is composed of administration and sales processes. By 
providingproviding ease in administration, sales support and packaging of products, 
thethe BU EB will  support intermediaries and will  add value in the chain. " 

"It"It  is clear that the strongest side of the product needs to be ease for the 
supplier,supplier, the intermediary and the customer." 

"The"The challenge is to organize ease for customers, through besides other 
thingsthings a single point of contact, and to organize the BU EB as 'thin' as 
possible.possible. Direct customer contact with suppliers will  remain because of their 
specializedspecialized knowledge, for instance technical product knowledge. To arrive 
atat a single point of contact we might start a call center which can connect 
throughthrough customers." 

Thee first EB package centered on the theme 'work and health' and was 
implementedd in the service package Bedrij fs Continuïteits Plan (BCP - Business 
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Continuityy Plan). The BCP consisted of the following components (BcontinuPlan; 
MensopBalans;; PDS-offl.9). 

•• Personnel management; four trainings on motivation, communication, 
situationall leadership and time management by the training company Factor 
(BesOffProc99). . 

•• Absenteeism control; care and conflict intermediation, work rehabilitation, 
re-integrationn and substitution workforce through the Compaan network. 

•• Financial security by two insurances. The first is the Bedrijfs Zeker Plan 
(BZPP - Business Security Plan) by which employers are insured for payment 
off salary during illness or occupational disablement of their employees. The 
secondd is the Premie Dempings Verzekering (PDV - Premium attenuation 
insurance)) with which employers are insured against social security 
premiumm raise for the WAO due to WAO influx and according to the 
bonus/penaltyy ruling in the Pemba act. 

"Module"Module 1: work and health. 
ThisThis is a product focused on covering entrepreneurs' risks regarding 
personnel.personnel. The complete module should result in less costs and risks for the 
employeremployer and the insurer. It contains the following parts: Bedrijfs Zeker 
Plan,Plan, an income insurance for ill  employees; Premie Dempings Verzekering, 
coveringcovering Pemba-act risks; a training for employers: how to deal with 
employees,employees, implemented by a 100% external training company and included 
forfor prevention reasons; and Compaan activities. Compaan, in which Rabo 
GroepGroep has a 25% share, takes care of re-integration of employees and 
substitutionalsubstitutional labor via Adecco services. " 

Onee of the conditions for buying the BCP is having an occupational health care 
contractt of a certain quality at one of the five occupational health care service 
providers,, which take part in the 'multi-arbo' service of Interpolis. These are 
specificc contracts covering prevention and re-integration services (PDS-offl.9). 

Paymentt of the Compaan services is hybrid (OPVerzNet2000; EvaCompaan98; 
ZelfstudieEB).. Sometimes these services fall under the occupational health care 
contract.. Sometimes these services are paid for through health care insurances. For 
somee services additional fees need to be paid for by the customer. Some services fall 
underr the contract of the 'Business Continuity Plan'. 

"Compaan"Compaan is partly for free (IV pays for instance intermediation for hospital 
beds)beds) and partly is paid by the employer (for instance conflict intermediation 
oror social work)." 

IdeasIdeas  on Forthcoming  EB Modules 
Duringg the period of study module two ('pensions and savings') was studied. 

"Module"Module two: Pensions and savings. This module isn 't operational yet and 
isis focussed on rewarding employees: pensions, WAO-shortfall insurances, 
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ANW-shortfallANW-shortfall insurances. The possibilities in this module can go further 
thanthan that. The business unit Grote Ondernemingen (GO) thinks about it. 
ModuleModule one is unrelated to module two. The sales of module two will  be 
initiatedinitiated via the employer. It deals with secondary labor conditions. The 
employeeemployee doesn 't notice that the employer purchased module one, but he 
willwill  notice purchase of module two. For the actual realization, the employee 
hashas to apply at the account manager of the Rabo Bank. The market approach 
forfor products is multi-staged. Module two is an extension of module one. 
ModuleModule two is not available to employees of employers who don't have 
modulemodule one. This raises problems in the case of people who change jobs, 
whichwhich we haven't solved yet. Other problems arise with module two because 
ofof its interface with collective labor agreements and legislation. Module two 
willwill  be cafetaria-alike. We think of a token system; the employee gets a 
certaincertain amount of tokens (or points) which he might use to spread over 
differentdifferent options to enhance his secondary labor conditions. Examples of 
suchsuch options are childcare, a lease car or additional pension. " 

"The"The pilot of module two is expected in 2000. This module is in its 
conceptualconceptual marketing stage at the moment. We think about: 

•• The processes, particularly those in the direction of employers and 
employees. employees. 

•• The right approach towards new employees and methods to signal 
newnew employees. 

•• The transportability or portability of the product in cases of dismissal. 
•• Group versus individual approach of employees. 

TheThe second module is more complex than the first for the following reasons. 
•• The employer - employee relationship needs to be managed. 
•• The type of contract has more variation. Some contracts run via the 

employer,employer, some directly with employees, some through 
intermediaries. intermediaries. 

•• Advice becomes more complex because varying knowledge is required 
forfor the different parts. For example knowledge about legislation, 
collectivecollective labor agreements, combinations with mortgages, etc. 
KnowledgeKnowledge about suppliers needs to be opened up for bank 
employees. employees. 

•• The degrees of freedom are higher, in particular for the employee. 
•• Advice becomes more important and more difficult as a result of 

increasingincreasing degrees of freedom." 

"The"The boundaries on options offered in module two will be narrowed down 
throughthrough a funnel model. 

•• Marketers decide what will be included in the product and which 
optionsoptions will be offered. 
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•• Experts, banks and intermediaries will  notify which collective labor 
agreementsagreements and legislation apply for a certain prospect, so that no 
doubtfuldoubtful choices will  be made. 

•• The employer decides on degrees of freedom for options. Higher costs 
forfor wider options will  play a role in his decision-making. 

•• At last, the employee may decide what he wants given the left 
options." options." 

ReductionReduction  of  Administrative  Burden  around  HRM 
Reductionn of administrative burden can be seen as a prerequisite for the mass 
handlingg of messages around the first two modules; as a way to make these modules 
moree interesting for SME customers and their administrative offices / accountants 
andd as an opportunity for cost reduction. 

"Research"Research shows that the SME entrepreneur on the avarage spends 15 hours 
perper week on non customer related administration, like reporting of illness, 
taxes,taxes, the Central Bureau of Statistics, etc. The BU EB might remove part of 
thisthis work by distributing data through a so-called data roundabout. The 
roundaboutroundabout has to offer administrative ease to SME's and has to offer cost 
reductionsreductions to receiving parties by electronic delivery. The roundabout 
receivesreceives data from salary systems electronically. Other sources and data 
fromfrom possible call centers will be digitized, will be delivered electronically to 
receiversreceivers and will be recorded in a database...The design of it is very 
complex.complex. There need to be done more than just delivery of messages. Data 
needsneeds to be encrypted and selected on destination, because not all parties 
areare authorized to receive the content or the format of the message... A start 
hashas been made on the conceptualization and design of the following aspects 
ofof the roundabout. 

•• The functionality of the roundabout. Initially this will be routing and 
signaling.signaling. By signaling is meant that it will be reported when someone 
isis ill for a long time. (Has the person already recovered?). 

•• The possible positioning of the roundabout... 
•• The reward for supplying data... 
•• Who might be connected to the roundabout...?" 

"Accountants"Accountants are important advisors voor the SME entrepreneur. We will 
havehave to attract them through offering ease, as for instance with salary 
mutations....Salarymutations....Salary systems play a vital role in the offering of ease. The 
qualityquality of data that Interpolis might get from salary systems is very high and 
isis a data source for insurances. Critical mass is necessary. The board of 
directersdirecters indicated that this mass will be reached with 1 million salary slips, 
thisthis is about 1/3 of all slips in SME's. Because 80% of salary computation 
hashas been outsourced to ANP, Raet and CMG, we have to talk with these 
partiesparties to reach mass...A solution for these problems is to make a salary 
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systemsystem by ourselves, messages belong to Interpolis, the system will  belong to 
salarysalary processing parties. ...The salary data is vital for a content organizer. " 

[EdV:: some months later...] 
"Interpolis"Interpolis has bought Commit together with Rabo. Relan is in the planning. 
ThisThis creates critical mass for the roundabout. The Group thinks about 
traditionallytraditionally buying companies instead of other forms of cooperation... To 
buildbuild the roundabout we search for third parties. These parties have to have 
theirtheir core business in aspects like transformation, buffering, database 
technology,technology, dynamic and flexible updating and a good mechanism for 
settlementsettlement of payments. The roundabout will  start with Commit, Van 
SpaendonckSpaendonck and Interpolis. This way we have a test group with 4000/5000 
employees.employees. Van Spaendonck is the buffer towards the UVI's and has its own 
roundaboutroundabout with Relan, named SPALK...The roundabout does not only 
communicatecommunicate between reporting points and receivers but also between 
receivers." receivers." 

EBB Strateg y for the Larg e Enterprise  Market Segmen t 
Thee plans for module two and for the reduction of administrative burden should be 
understoodd in the broader context of Interpolis' EB strategy. The BU EB also 
developedd a strategy to introduce employment benefits to large enterprises (in their 
markett unit GO together with the distribution channel Rabo NL). Many of the plans 
onn module 2 and the developments around reduction of administrative burden were 
linkedd to BU EB's strategy for that market segment. I wil l describe these links in 
short. . 

GOO planned to approach their market segment in two ways. Enterprises with up 
too 500 employees were to be approached with a full service proposition in which 
theyy were to be offered customized solution based on a full scan of their HRM 
situationn (on the themes 'Absenteeism', 'Provisions for the future', 'Mobility*  and 
'Personall  Benefits'). Companies with more than 500 employees (and professional 
HRM)) were to be approached with a customized focus proposition, focusing on the 
themes:: 'Absenteeism', 'Provisions for the future', 'Mobility ' and 'Personal 
Benefits'' (BusPlanGO). 

Thee theme 'Mobility ' was planned to be organized with De Lage Landen. The 
themee "Personal Benefits' was planned to focus on the provision of additional 
secondaryy labor conditions through insurance and banking products which would be 
broughtt under the attention of employees through worksite marketing at the 
employerss site and which would be distributed through Rabo Banks. Personal 
benefitss statements offered through the employer together with personal financial 
planningg by Rabo Banks and the density of Rabo's distribution network were seen 
ass unique selling points. For the theme 'Provisions for the future' Interpolis planned 
too offer individual and group pension products through a joint venture between 
Interpoliss BU Pensions and Van Spaendonck. The theme 'Absenteeism' was 
plannedd to focus on co-operation between the customer's organization, its 
occupationall  health care service provider, its care and absenteeism insurer, a 
temporaryy agency and Interpolis to manage absenteeism in the broad sense. 
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Togetherr with Compaan, Interpolis planned to develop absenteeism control services 
forr large enterprises (BusPlanGO). 

Thee BU GO planned three instruments to approach the market, the EB 
effectivenesss scan, Rabo Human Capital System (RHCS) and the Personal Benefits 
Statementt (PBS). The EB-effectiveness scan would be used to measure the effect of 
thee customer's current EB strategy on its human performance. The RHCS would be 
aa unique instrument in the market to measure the effect of employment benefits on 
financialfinancial performance. The PBS provides an overview for the employee on his 
completee set of labor conditions (provided by his employer or sold privately). 

Itt becomes clear that the ideas on module two/three and Interpolis' plan for 
worksitee marketing had a link with the themes 'Provisions for the future', 'Mobility ' 
andd 'Personal Benefits'. Parts of the solutions provided in these themes were 
plannedd to be packaged into modules for the SME market, like module one was 
linkedd to the theme 'Absenteeism'. Furthermore, the reduction of administrative 
burdenn would not only benefit SME's and the parties involved in the service 
provisionn for the SME market but would benefit all those parties involved in the 
largee enterprises market as well. The provision of personal benefits statements to 
employeess is dependent on accurate and actual information in which the data 
roundaboutt was planned to provide. Interpolis' cooperation with Compaan and 
Compaan'ss partners and its 'multi-arbo' service also benefit both the SME and large 
enterprisee market segment. Parts of the three instruments for the large market 
segmentt would probably be beneficial to the SME segment in the near future. The 
forthcomingg section on strategic developments at Interpolis directly following the 
periodd of study should also be seen in the light of Interpolis EB strategy for both 
markett segments. 

Strategi cc  Development s Directl y Followin g the Perio d of Stud y 
Inn the second half of the year 2000, Interpolis planned further strategic cooperation 
inn the field of Employment Benefits. The result was a merger at the start of 2001 in 
whichh Interpolis, Commit, Relan and parts of Van Spaendonck were integrated. By 
thiss merger Interpolis acquired an important share in the market sectors pensions and 
businesss care. "Insurance, prevention and re-integration through one-stop-shopping 
withh the least administration as possible. That's what is powerful about our offering 
(JvrslgOl)".. It's amount of employees increased from 3898 in 2000 to 5362 in 2001 
(JvrslgOl). . 

"Interpolis"Interpolis has merged with Relan (pensions, income insurances and 
occupationaloccupational health care services). Interpolis will  be a subsidiary of Rabo 
Groep,Groep, Relan and Van Spaendonck. " 

"Reasons"Reasons for this movement: 
•• We were too small in pensions. 
•• Interpolis became too small on the Dutch market. Because of mergers 

wewe descended on the ladder of market share. 
•• The withdrawing government and Rabo's strategy on covering HRM 

risksrisks of its customers; 
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•• Marketing and labeling discussions. 
RelanRelan is strong in agriculture and pensions. Commit is strong in the SME 
business." business." 

Withh this merger the organizational structure changed in 2001. The former 
businesss units changed into market organizations, which produce logical product 
combinations,, aligned to the needs of customers. These market organizations are 
responsiblee for their market, turnover and result. This way Interpolis tried to project 
thee development from product oriented thinking to customer oriented thinking on its 
organizationall  structure. Table 7.5 gives an idea on the organizational structure of 
Interpoliss in 2001 (JvrslgOl). 

"The"The chosen model is to have units in which marketing, product 
developmentdevelopment and production is taken together and which all will have multi
channelchannel distribution." 

Thee BU EB finished its existence and its activities have been divided over the 
markett organizations People & Work Insurances (amongst others: income 
insurancess of Relan and Interpolis and for instance occupational disability 
insurancess for self employed people) and Large Enterprises (for instance the market 
unitt Grote Ondernemingen). In the market organization People & Work Business 
Care,, all occupational health care services and for instance Compaan are integrated. 
Althoughh the exact service concepts were not clear at the beginning of 2001, a first 
linee could be sketched. 

"The"The main line of service concepts will be: 
•• An entrepreneurs package, with private occupational disability 

insurances,insurances, eventually complemented with pension components. 
•• An enterprise package: income insurances, occupational health care 

services,services, Pemba-insurances and re-integration services to insure 
damagesdamages resulting from employee illness.... 

...This...This last one resembles EB module one complemented with occupational 
healthhealth care services. This means that Rabo Banks from now on will sell 
occupationaloccupational health care service contracts as well. What will happen with 
modulemodule 2 is unclear." 

CustomerCustomer groups 
Private e 

SMEE and Industry arrangements 

Largee Enterprises 

Pensionn Funds 

MarketMarket organizations 
Privatee Life 
Privatee Indemnity 
Businesss Indemnity 
Peoplee & Work Insurances 
Peoplee & Work Business Care 

Largee Enterprises 
Pensions s 

Tablee 7.5: Interpolis' organizational structure in 2001 
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Withinn its year report of 2001 Interpolis reports that its income insurances 
contributedd positively to its results. In the market segment 'business care', Interpolis 
belongss to the largest players in the Dutch market as a result of the merger 
(JvrslgOl). . 

Characteristic ss of Interpolis ' Strateg y 
Inn this paragraph I characterize Interpolis' strategy for approaching the SME market 
withh its EB module one as a mass oriented strategy with intentions to grow into a 
scopescope orientation. The characterization is visualized in table 7.6. 

NatureNature  of  the Service  Process  and Service  Type 
Thee situation Rabo and Interpolis planned to arrive at was a service proposition to 
SMEE in which the binding of human resources was supported by providing services 
onn themes like 'absenteeism', 'personal benefits' or 'provisions for the future'. 
Thesee services were meant to satisfy employees, to support employers and to 
preventt flow of human capital. This service proposition would somehow have to be 
customizedd based on collective labor agreements, requirements of the employer and 
inn the end the employee's wishes. 

ServiceService positioning 
strategystrategy •> 

Organizational Organizational 
design design 
characteristics: characteristics: 
Naturee of the service 
process s 

Servicee type 

Valuee adding focus 

Interaction n 
governance e 
Management t 
approach h 
Marketingg approach 

Economies s 

MassMass orientation 

Standardizedd / 
Infrastructural l 

^ ^ 

Product t 
(standardized) ) 

^ ^ 

Processs and source 

Selling g 

Production-line e 
perspective e 
Transaction n 
marketing g 
Economiess of scale 

ScopeScope orientation 

Modularr / 
componentt based 

^^ Module one 
ModuleModule two / three? 

Service/product t 
(masss customized) 

ModuleModule one 

Process,, interactive 
andd client 
Sparring g 

Empowerment t 
perspective e 
Relationship p 
marketing g 
Economiess of scope 

Partnership Partnership 
orientation orientation 

Add hoc structured 
andd interconnected 
withh customer 
processes s 

Puree service 
(customized) ) 

Clientt and interactive 

Jobbing g 

Empowerment t 
perspective e 
Relationship p 
marketing g 
Economiess of 
relationships s 

Tablee 7.6: Interpolis mass orientation strategy for EB module one with intentions to grow 
intoo scope orientation 
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Howw to arrive at this situation was under study during my case study. What the 
naturee of the service process and the service type would have been after arrival at 
thiss situation is hard to tell, but given the fact that a customized service offering was 
lookedd for the large enterprise segment (InrBUemploy98), it can be expected that 
Interpoliss would have arrived at a modular / component based process and a mass 
customizedd service type. 

Thee first step Interpolis took with its module one, however, is a clear 
standardizationn one. It standardized services into an assortment / package of 
interrelatedd services with limited possibilities to leave out package components. The 
packagee didn't provide opportunities to customization. It even standardized its 
formerr basic employee benefits product the BZP. The original BZP had too many 
optionss (up to 83 different combinations) (WillemIIEB99). It offered different 
optionss for 'excess in time', different options for the basis of declaration (in money 
orr in time), different coverage percentages and several risk periods. The complexity 
resultingg from all these options resulted in large data collection. Many clients who 
consideredd an offer didn't sign it. The offering of the product took Rabo employees 
too long. Only 5 percent of BA's sold the product (WillemIIEB99). Interpolis 
standardizedd its service type into a package without options left and as will become 
apparentt in the front office section, it standardized its sales and service process for 
modulee one as well. 

ValueValue  Adding  Focus  and Interaction  Governance 
Withoutt providing any options in the module one package, Interpolis standardized 
thee interaction governance at the moment of truth into a 'take it or leave it' selling 
one.. But this doesn't mean that the value adding focus was on the process and 
sourcee only. Interpolis deliberately characterized its module one concept as a 
packagee with a 'relation, service and product component' (ZelfstudieEB). What they 
meantt was that the relation component concentrated on knowledge of the SME 
entrepreneurr (through the training service), that the service component concentrated 
onn joint absenteeism control (through Compaan services) and that the product 
componentt was about controlling the financial consequences of absenteeism 
(throughh insurance services). As becomes apparent from the training of Rabo Bank 
employeess (OverzLeerdoel; ZelfstudieEB) a considerable part of the value adding 
focusedd on the interaction with customers to create awareness of the risks and 
challengess associated with employingg personnel. One of the instruments to approach 
thee market was an interaction one as well: providing seminars on employment 
benefitss to SME entrepreneurs (PDS-MBena99). In terms of the Unique case 
study...Raboo Banks had to do some 'missionary' work because SME entrepreneurs 
onn the average weren't very much acquainted with employment benefits. 

Forr module two/three, a shift towards value adding focus on the process, 
interactivee and client activities and a shift in interaction governance towards sparring 
couldd be expected, given the fact that the modules need to be adjusted to collective 
laborr agreements and employer and employee requirements. 
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MarketingMarketing  Approach 
Itt is Rabo's strategy to position itself as a relation oriented bank and it makes this 
operationall by business advisors, financial advisors and insurance advisors in its 
frontfront office. Rabo deliberately chose for a one to one, face-to-face approach of the 
customerr through the business advisors of Rabo Banks (ComPlanOO). The problem 
iss that these advisors have to deal with a large and complex set of products, so there 
iss always the danger of product focused advice, although it should be stated again 
thatt Rabo Banks differ in their organizational structure and customer focus. 

Interpolis,, together with Rabo, focused its introduction of EB modules on 
strengtheningg the relationship with customers and on relationship marketing. One of 
thee goals of introducing EB modules was to strengthen the advice relation with 
customerss through breaking with product orientation in the distribution channel; a 
developmentt in relation management in which business advisors would become 
contentt organizers (WillemIIEB99). Interpolis approached existing relationships in 
thee SME market for the EB module. To do so, they analyzed customer databases for 
prospectss through Rabo's Klant Bedienings Model (KBM - customer servicing 
model)) and enriched this information with information from their customer database 
OLII and soft selection criteria from Rabo Bank employees (PDS-CommProc; INS-
KBM99;; INS-KBMdoel99; PDS-AdvVerk99). KBM provided selection of 
customerss for three kinds of advises: integral advice, personal financial advice or 
insurancee advice (INS-KBM99). Furthermore, KBM provided insight into which 
SME'ss to invite for Rabo's relation events like seminars. 

Thee following quotes from the communication and education plan for the BCP 
emphasizee the focus on relationship marketing. 

•• "With the Business Continuity Plan, Rabo and Interpolis implement a 
relationn focused (in stead of a product focused) advising and sales approach 
aroundd the most important business capital: people"(ComPlanOO). 

•• "The philosophy of EB is closely linked to that of the Rabo Bank; no 
productt focused thinking but customer focused thinking" (ComPlanOO). 

•• "The training initializes exclusively a relation focused customer service 
(thuss not a product focused one)" (PvAOpleidingEB) 

Researchh among customers had shown that customers appreciated relationship 
marketing.. Research under SME's and their influencers (like their accountants) had 
shownn that Rabo Bank is the logical bank for EB sales under the condition that Rabo 
Bankss position their selves as advisors, which target continuing quality in relation 
managementt (Kaderdocu99). 

Thee strongest indication for relationship marketing lies in Rabo's deliberate 
strategyy to strengthen their SME's business by focusing on financial assets, objects 
andd human resources, the motive for extending EB services at Interpolis in the first 
place. . 

ManagementManagement  Approach 
Thee introduction of EB module one focused on empowerment initiating instruments. 
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•• A training in the EB module, its sales arguments and its unique selling 
pointss (OverzLeerdoel; StartPlanning99; ZelfstudieEB). 

•• Processes and commercial instruments (to organize seminars, to generate 
leads,, to advice and to sell) to enable Rabo employees to close contracts 
independentlyy (CommProces99; PDS-AdvVerk99; PDS-MBena99; 
StartPlanning99). . 

•• Www.eb to support Rabo Banks in selling EB services and to support 
knowledgee building on employment benefits through the establishment of a 
learningg community (RaboWebBCP99; HandTrainEBsie). 

•• EB-support, a help desk to support Rabo employees throughout the sales 
processs (PvAEBsupport99). 

EBB services are complex services (even when the package has been simplified as 
inn the case of module one). For these kinds of services customers expect a high level 
off expertise from contact employees. Through Interpolis' focus on empowerment, 
customerss will have greater confidence in the ability of the contact employee (and 
thee organization) to deliver the service. 

Onee of the reasons that the former BZP wasn't very popular at Rabo Banks was 
becausee Rabo employees weren't empowered enough to sell the product. They 
lackedd information on it, the product was too complex, the sales process took too 
longg and they didn't had the opportunity to analyze the market for it (WillenllEB). 

Economies Economies 
Interpoliss was looking for economies of scope. Economies in Interpolis EB services 
hadd to come from standardization and scale in its operations on the one hand and a 
varietyy in services (a differentiated service offering) on the other hand. 

Standardizationn and scale was looked for in its EB module one sales and 
deliveryy process, its administrative burden reducing operations (which were 
impossiblee without a certain scale) and its Compaan initiative (without a certain 
scalee of ill or disabled employees a comprehensive intermediation service like 
Compaann would not have had a raison d'etre; one of the reasons for Interpolis' 
multi-arboo service). 

"For"For  the data roundabout critical mass is a prerequisite. Success will  be 
determineddetermined by receivers with market share, the suppliers of data may be 
small.small. As an example of a company that missed critical mass counts 
Compaan.Compaan. Arbonet required exclusivity at this company through which it 
becamebecame uneconomic. Nowadays, it is economic because Compaan arranges 
itsits services for five occupational health care service providers. Through this 
itit  has 80% market share. " 

Thatt Interpolis looked for a variety of services to be offered to different market 
segmentss is shown by the fact that parts of the EB module one are offered to certain 
industryy members as well through specific industry arrangements. These services are 
processedd in the same way, but premiums and commissions differ (ProdPemba99). 
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Furthermore,, Interpolis differentiated its service offering to large enterprises, 
providingg them with a large variety. Compaan services were part of the offering to 
thee SME market, the large enterprises segment and were part of the offering of 
occupationall  health care service providers (Prodbeleid99) to target different market 
segments.. The plans for module two/three indicate further increase of variety. 
Interpoliss developed its EB services on a combination of process knowledge 
(knowingg what to do to prevent, insure and re-integrate) and market knowledge 
(knowingg whom to offer the service to in which way) resulting in service and market 
differentiation. . 

InnovationsInnovations  in Interpolis ' EB Strateg y 
Interpolis'' EB strategy shows a comprehensive set of innovations, which can be 
primarilyy typified by Gallouj & Weinstein's innovation types as recombinative and 
radicall  innovations although some incremental and ad hoc innovations can be 
recognizedd as well (table 7.7 gives a brief overview). 

II  characterize the first steps in Interpolis' strategy as a recombinative innovation 
inn the first place. Module one and the Starter project to introduce module one; many 
aspectss of the ideas on module two and three and the themes Mobility, Personal 
Benefits,, Absenteeism and Provisions for the future; Compaan services and the 
'multi-arbo'' service were systematic reutilizations of components of the business 
systemm without changing the core design concept behind the components, but with 
changingg the architecture of the system (the way in which components are integrated 
andd interlinked). 

InnovationInnovation type 
Incremental l 
innovation n 

Add hoc 
innovation n 
Recombinative e 
orr architectural 
innovation n 

Radical l 
innovation n 

Characteristics Characteristics 
•• Some of the initiatives to support Rabo Banks to sell EB services like 

frequentt asked question lists and the learning community at www.eb. 
Thesee initiatives wil l be mentioned in the next section on the front 
office. . 

•• Probably innovations resulting from customer interaction with large 
enterprisess in the market unit GO. 

•• Module one and the Starter project to introduce module one. 
•• Many aspects of the ideas on module two/three and the themes 

'Mobility',, 'Personal Benefits', 'Absenteeism' and 'Provisions for 
thee future'. 

•• Compaan services. 
•• The 'multi-arbo' service. 
•• Through the merger: combination of competencies on, for instance, 

incomee insurances, pensions and data roundabouts with other 
partners. . 

•• Investment in a salary system. 
•• The data roundabout. 
•• The EB effectiveness scan, RHCS and PBS. 
•• Through the merger: occupational health care services; a set of new 

distributionn channels to distribute HRM related services. 

Tablee 7.7: Types of innovations in Interpolis' EB strategy 
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Thee basic objective (to support customers in their HRM besides the management 
off finance and objects) behind all these innovations appeared to be recombinative in 
thee sense that it was possible to reach the goal by creation of new service outcomes 
throughh combining the characteristics of already existing services. Architectural 
competencess (like Interpolis' organizational and informational structure, 
intermediaryy sales processes and co-operations with third parties) needed to be 
reconfiguredd and component competences were preserved. 

Somee radical innovations, for which new competences were needed to create 
neww service outcomes, were needed as well. I characterize the investment in a salary 
system;; the data roundabout and the EB effectiveness scan, RHCS and PBS as 
radicall innovations for which new competencies needed to be build and for which 
Interpoliss searched cooperation with several third parties. 

Finally,, the goal to support customers in their HRM led to a comprehensive 
merger.. In this merger Interpolis combined its competencies on, for instance, income 
insurances,, pensions and data roundabouts with other partners (Van Spaendock and 
Relan)) leading to competence enhancement, which I typify as a recombinative 
innovation.. Two sets of new competences were acquired (radical innovations): those 
onn occupational health care services and a set of new distribution channels to 
distributee HRM related services. 

Whetherr these innovations will contribute to an oscillation between two of the 
threee generic strategies as could be recognized in other case studies, can't be 
concluded.. The scope and time window of this case study turned out to be too 
narroww to come to such a conclusion. The parallels between the plans to approach 
thee large enterprise market and the SME market, the new distribution channels 
Interpoliss acquired through its merger and its multi-channel distribution intention, 
suggestt a partnership oriented strategy for its large enterprise market in combination 
withh a more modular based service offering for its SME market and the 'personal 
benefits'' employee market. 

Networ kk Positionin g of the BU EB 
Partt of Interpolis' EB strategy before the merger was to position itself in the network 
off suppliers and distributors. 

"Core"Core competence of BU EB is continuous management of the supply 
chain." chain." 

Thee complete EB strategy (module one, two/three and the strategy towards large 
enterprises)) had a logic of bundling services in a network of suppliers to satisfy the 
market,, as described in chapter two. In Quélin's (1995) terms, Interpolis allied with 
companiess with complementary resources which are already available and in which 
thee alliance focuses on existing markets (like for occupational health care services 
andd re-integration services) and Interpolis allied with companies, which focus on the 
developmentt of new resources (like in the building of the salary system and data 
roundabout). . 
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II  analyzed Interpolis' network position through the 'network ecosystem' 
frameworkk of Klüber et al. (1999), which is discussed in chapter two. The analysis is 
presentedd in appendix C and contains the complete action set for EB services, which 
iss transformed in a specific implementation set based on the customer's service 
request. . 

Thee BU EB is positioned in the broker, standard setting, coordination provider 
andd coordination knowledge provider role. As broker (in terms of Miles and Snow 
(1992)) the architect role) the BU EB establishes the network. As standard setter, 
Interpoliss provides some standards to the complete network by agreement (like in 
thee case of SLA's) and 'de facto' (as in the case of standard sales processes, the 
salaryy system, the data roundabout and EB statements). As coordination provider, 
thee BU EB takes responsibility for the operational management of the network. In 
thee coordination knowledge provider role, the BU EB develops and maintains the 
network.. The coordination provider and coordination knowledge provider role 
togetherr are referred to by Miles and Snow (1992) by the term meta management: 
thee responsibility for analyzing requests for services, identifying services, switching 
andd tracking of service providers, maintaining the procedure for allocating services 
too requests and adjusting the criteria for satisfying allocation. These overall activities 
weree recognizable in the BU EB. In its network establishment and maintaining 
activities,, Interpolis deliberately chose for an internal or stable network. 

"The"The network will  be relatively stable....Partners are preferably chosen 
withinwithin the Rabo Group for binding reasons." 

"Suppliers"Suppliers are sought inside out; internal partners are preferred. For 
modulemodule one all suppliers come from RABO / Interpolis, except one. The 
trainingtraining company is external, because this service wasn 't available within 
thethe internal network." 

Raboo Banks, Rabo NL and the BU EB together could be viewed as the access 
pointpoint to the service network. The BU EB tries to control the access through its 
standardization-settingg role and its coordination provision role. Through the service 
specificationn process in the access points, customers (SME or large enterprises) 
specifyy their service requests and the BU EB matches these requests on service 
suppliers.. For the SME market this matching is stable, because it is standardized by 
packagess (at least in the first module). For next modules and the large enterprise 
segmentt matching will be more dynamic (based on the specific customer request). In 
thiss we recognize one of the functions of service specification mentioned in chapter 
two:: specification of the implementation set of the service network. 

Inn chapter two, I followed Mowshowitz's (1997) line of thinking on network and 
virtuallyy organizing. The limitation of the virtual approach lies in the effectiveness 
andd efficiency of the interfaces of the nodes, which together provide the services to 
satisfyy the request (Mowshowitz, 1997). In its coordination knowledge provider role 
too maintain and enhance the network, Interpolis recognized these limitations. The 
varietyy of requirements from the market units MKB and GO on the product units 
showedd to be too large resulting in too much SLA's. 
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"We"We learned a lot from the separation of market units and product units in 
thethe BU EB and found that it doesn 't work It leads to too much requirements 
fromfrom the market on the product units, certainly as these are outside the 
businessbusiness unit. It leads to too much service level agreements and contracts. 
ControlControl became hard.... Rabo still wants to reduce HRM risks of its 
membersmembers and customers. Systematically solving this problem required taking 
everythingeverything under our own management control instead of a network 
structure.structure. A network structure is fine for temporary business, not for 
structuralstructural business...." 

Throughh the merger, many of the activities of the former network structure came 
underr control of one governance structure (strengthening the move towards an 
internall  network). In the organizational structure after the merger, Interpolis decided 
too create market units in which marketing; product development and production are 
takenn together, thus leaving the idea of market and product units behind them. 

Onee of the arguments for the merger was the creation of critical mass for the 
dataa roundabout and thus for EB statements. 

"The"The developments around the data roundabout and salary system continue. 
TheThe salary system we built is ready for the market and the roundabout 
becamebecame even more important because of network externalities since the 
merger.merger. It is interesting for the market organization Pensions as well.... Van 
SpaendockSpaendock will  migrate towards the new salary system and will  market it. 
...I'm...I'm working on a pilot for a central reporting point for which existing 
systemssystems of Van Spaendonck are coupled to Getronics' data roundabout. This 
mightmight result in a coupling with eight salary systems of Getronics." 

Thee merger could be understood from an analysis of the 'network ecosystem', 
althoughh it should be noted that many other arguments lie behind the decision to 
merge.. The large amount of different process providers was hard to coordinate in the 
absencee of a mature information, data and transaction infrastructure, which often is 
thee glue that holds together business processes. Mowshowitz (1997) stated that the 
feasibilityy of virtually organizing increases with the availability of such an 
infrastructuree (see chapter two). Interpolis had to build this infrastructure (data 
roundabout,, salary system, EB statements) themselves. Standards were not 
available,, so they had to set de facto standards. The infrastructure could only be 
economicallyy exploited with critical mass. In a network structure with autonomous 
parties,, there is always the danger of not arriving at critical mass because parties are 
nott obliged to participate, or to subscribe to a standard. Through the merger 
Interpoliss gained control over a large part of the process providers, which made it 
easierr to arrive at critical mass and to set de facto standards in their market (they 
becamee one of the largest players). Furthermore, Interpolis enlarged its own 
infrastructuree by gained access to the infrastructure of its partners. The merger 
solvedd at least two coordination problems, the problem of controlling to many 
SLA'ss with external parties and the problem of establishing an economically 
exploitablee infrastructure for EB. 
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Fron tt  Office : Rabo Bank s and BU EB 

Beforee I will elaborate on the type of front office, its degree of customization, its 
relation,, product and process information and its effectiveness, I will start with a 
shortt description of the service delivery process for EB services. 

Thee Servic e Deliver y Proces s fo r EB Service s 
Thee complete service delivery process for EB services consisted of the phases 
markett development: the attention phase (bringing the EB service to the market's 
notice)) and the informing and advising phase; the offering and acceptation phase and 
thee fulfillment phase (StartPlanning99). The parties involved in these phases are 
depictedd in Table 7.8. 

Thee fulfillment phase falls out of the scope of study and mainly consisted of 
policy/contractt management, damage settlement, prolongation, Compaan services 
andd control of service level agreements (INSBehGebrk99; INS-Slm99). Interpolis 
hadd decided not to change the internal processes of the suppliers, like Compaan and 
thee product unit Inkomens Verzekeringen (INSAfbaMKB99; StartPlanning99). 

Thee Starter program implemented the market development and offering and 
acceptationn processes for Rabo Banks as well as for the BU EB itself 
(StartPlanning99).. The BU EB supported Rabo Banks through (StartPlanning99): 

•• the composition of services (product development), 
•• quality control, 
•• market research and information for the business advisor, 
•• support of sales and coaching. 

Raboo Banks bring EB services to the markets notice through direct contact 
betweenn the customer and the business advisor (BA) and by organizing EB seminars 
(CommProcBA).. The BA provides general advice, is able to sell basic services or to 
referr to specialists within the Rabo Bank. Specialists provide specific advice and sell 
moree specialized services. Rabo Banks differ in the amount of BA's and the kinds of 
specialistss they employ. Generally financial advisors, insurance advisors and 
mortgagee advisors are distinguished as specialists. 

ServiceService delivery phase 
Markett development 

Offeringg and acceptation 

Fulfillment t 

Activity Activity 
Businesss and product development 
Analysiss of the local market 
Bringingg EB to the market's notice 
Informingg and advice (sales) 
Offering g 
Acceptationn and contracting 
Policy/contractt management, damage 
settlement,, prolongation, etc. 

InvolvedInvolved parties 
BUEB B 
Raboo Banks 
Raboo Banks 
Raboo Banks 
BUU EB and suppliers 
BUU EB and suppliers 
BEE EB and suppliers 

Tablee 7.8: Parties involved in the service delivery process (PDS-MBena99; PDS-
AdvVerk99;; PDS-CommProc) 
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"For"For  the first module the advisor's role will  mainly be for the business 
advisoradvisor or the insurance advisor at Rabo Banks. For the second module 
knowledgeknowledge of the financial advisor is indispensable. " 

Withinn the program Starter several instruments to sell module one were developed 
(Startplanning99),, which were all studied. 

•• Business processes (CommProces99; PDS-AdvVerk99; PDS-MBena99). 
•• Commercial instruments (to organize seminars, to generate leads, to advice 

andd to sell). 
•• A training for Rabo employees in Employment Benefits (ZelfstudieEB; 

OverzLeerdoel). . 
•• Www.eb to support Rabo Banks in selling EB services and to support 

knowledgee building on employment benefits through the establishment of a 
learningg community (HandTrainEBsite). 

•• A pilot to test implementation of processes, instruments, training and 
www.eb.. The pilot was held at 15 Rabo Banks at the start of 2000 
(ComPlanOO). . 

•• EB-support, a help desk to support Rabo employees throughout the sales 
processs (PvAEBsupport99). 

"Finally,"Finally, the roll out will  be over about 400 banks with about 2500 
potentialpotential salesmen." 

Typee of fron t office : One-stop-sho p 
II classify the front office as 'one-stop-shop' (see figure 7.3). 

Figuree 7.3: Type of front office 
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Thee degree of customization of module one is segmented standardization. The 
relationn information consists of a customer profile. The product information is about 
ann assortment of interrelated services and the corresponding pricing and conditions. 
Thee process information provides insight into delivery time norms of the assortment. 
Inn the next paragraphs, I discuss the degree of customization of module one and the 
relation,, product and process information required for specification of module one. 

DegreeDegree  of  Customization 
Ass already has been discussed in the paragraph on the characteristics of Interpolis' 
strategyy to approach the market, the first step Interpolis took in its EB strategy with 
itss module one, is one of standardization and packaging. 

"The"The product that the BU EB markets is the first real combination 
product...Theproduct...The EB product, up until now, consists of one application that 
initiatesinitiates several back office reactions. Rabo Banks will  present the product 
partsparts in a bundled way during the sales process to the customer. After 
signingsigning of the offer the application will  be split to products all over the 
organization.organization. In the sales process the product will  be bundled on the 
computercomputer screen of the sales system, but the initiation of back office 
processesprocesses will  be done by several product databases....It is the intention to 
createcreate one reaction from the back offices, therefore the BU EB will  join back 
officeoffice reactions." 

"The"The application infrastructure of Rabo is not designed for combination 
products.products. All combination products consist of different detached products 
(contracts),(contracts), like for instance the OpMaat Hypotheek consists of f our 
contractscontracts (life, investment, savings and insurance products). These four 
productsproducts are connected to a customer file. To a bank employee, the 
combinationcombination products look the same as a portfolio of distinctive products. 
UpUp until now dependencies are solved ad hoc. Product orientation of 
systemssystems penetrates as far as the desktop of the advisor in the form of icons. 
FirstFirst solution is to integrate on screen / interface level and to add additional 
businessbusiness rules. But reorganizing procedures is hard. One payments 
collection,collection, one print and one prolongation are yet nowhere realized within 
Rabo.Rabo. All marketers, ICT people and processing are product oriented." 

Interpoliss deliberately standardized the BCP and adjusted conditions of the BZP 
andd PDV to create a package. 

"Simplification"Simplification concentrates on the application form by reducing questions, 
eliminationelimination of overlaps, alignment of options (for instance gross and net 
wagewage sum) and uniformization of questioning. Furthermore, we're 
negotiatingnegotiating with suppliers to standardize their part of the product The more 
thesethese are standardized, the more simple the determination of the offer will 
be." be." 
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Customizationn on a modular basis was not provided in module one. 

"There"There are no possibilities to take parts of products, because the business 
unitunit doesn 't produce these. The product requires to simplify matters and to 
offeroffer an assortment." 

"Component"Component based customization of the EB-product (a product compound 
outout of different products) is impossible. " 

Modulee one is segmented standardized because module one is targeted to a 
specificc market segment (SME's). Some of the products of the module one were 
soldd to other market segments as well. The PDV for instance, is sold in industry 
arrangements.. These arrangements are focused on certain specific industries and fall 
underr specific agreements made with industry associations. These PDV products are 
processedd in the same way, but premiums and commissions differ (ProdPemba99). 
Occupationall  health care service providers used Compaan services as well, targeting 
aa different segment (Prodbeleid99). Compaan services were also part of the offering 
too the large enterprises segment. Module one is a package of already existing 
services.. The PDV, BZP and Compaan services already existed before the 
introductionn of module one (Prodbeleid99). A legal assistance insurance to recover 
damagess on third parties was offered as a cross selling option. This insurance was 
linkedd to the BZP part of module one (Prodbeleid99). 

RelationRelation  Information 
Twoo basic instruments for relation information were used and adjusted to support 
EBB module one, KBM and OLI. KBM generates prospects for module one based on 
aa scorecard and target profile (INS-KBM99; INS-KBMdoel99). This information is 
enrichedd with customer information from OLI (INS-KBM99) and Rabo Bank 
employeess (PDS-CommProc; PDS-AdvVerk99). 

"KBM"KBM is a query on the database of the Rabo Bank which leads to prospects 
aboutabout which general data can be found in OLI. For detailed data one has to 
searchsearch systems behind OLI, which leads to quite some work. " 

"Every"Every product system has its own customer file. Theoretically OLI has a 
supplysupply obligation for name/address data with corresponding product 
attributes.attributes. These can be divided into customer profile attributes and 
customercustomer identification attributes...For the presentation of the customer 
profileprofile product attributes are needed, preferrably collected on line from 
supplyingsupplying back office systems. Disadvantage is a decrease in availability of 
thethe total system." 

"OLI"OLI  is operational at 400 to 450 banks. In this system customers are 
naturalnatural persons or organizations. Every Rabo Bank is owner of its own 
customercustomer data. Rabo Bank Nederland is not the owner." 
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"OLI"OLI  has customer-customer relations, like for instance the relation between 
employeremployer and employee or husband and wife." 

"Customer"Customer data and insurance application data are clearly seperated. " 

"The"The customer image of OLI generally consists of name/adress-plus data, 
buyingbuying pattern (split into product groups like insurances, mortgages, 
investments),investments), contact data, contact persons, contact history, to do list, 
customercustomer unit (scheme of interrelated legal entities, for instance customer 
andand his company) and for companies: contactpersons, sector code, activities 
andand processes and legislatory status." 

Thee relation information available in the specification process of EB module one 
iss shown in table 7.9 (INS-KBM99; INS-KBMdoel99; KBMscherm; PDS-
AdvVerk99;; PDS-CommProc). The relation information takes the form of a 
customerr profile. This customer profile is not only used for the EB module but for 
manyy other bank and insurance services as well. The customer profile and market 
analysiss functionalities are disclosed by the EB site (HandTrainEBsie). 

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in BtoC 
Geographic Geographic 

Zipp code 
Region n 
Climate e 
Density y 

Demographic Demographic 
Age e 
Gender r 
Familyy size 
Familyy life cycle 
Income e 
Profession n 
Education n 
Sociall class 

Psychographics Psychographics 
Habits s 
Attitudes s 
Interests s 
Hobby's s 
Mediaa behavior 
Buyingg intention 
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services 

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments inBtoB 
Businesss characteristics 
Sectorr (sector, sector code) 
Establishments s 
Amountt of employees 
Buyingg pattern 
Activitiess and processes 
Productss and services 

Tablee 7.9: Relation information for EB services 
KBMscherm;; PDS-AdvVerk99; PDS-CommProc) 

(INS-KBM99;; BSfS-KBMdoel99; 
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Organizationall structure 
Legislator// status 
Financiall indicators 
Endd markets 
Usagee rate 
Size e 

X X 
X X 

CustomerCustomer profile 
CustomerCustomer identification 

Companyy name 
Name e 
Title e 
Address s 
Domicile e 
Telephonee number 
Country y 
Fax x 
E-mail l 
Customerr id. 
Accountt nr. 
Paymentt method and data 

X X 
X X 

X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

StatusStatus of the relationship 
Suspect t 
Prospect t 
Lead d 
Qualifiedd lead (Scorecard: A-, 8-, C- concept; hit rate indicator) 
Customer r 

X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the relationship 
Typee of customer 
Active// passive 
Frequentt complainer 
'doo not promote' 
SoftSoft data (attitude) 
RiskRisk category 

X X 
X X 
X X 

StateState of commercial process 1 sales cycle 
Reactionn on campaigns 
Applicationn for information 
Proposals s 
Triall purchases 
Runningg orders 
Typee of purchasing decision 
Payments s 
Scotsman-analysis s 

X X 
X X 
X X 

ContactContact management information 
Contactt persons 
Decision-makingg unit structure 
Relationn matrix 
Structuree of purchasing process 
Contactt history 
Agreementss / appointments made 
To-do-list t 
Partt of campaigns 
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received 
Afterr sales service-applications 
Originn of the customer 
Complaints s 
Media/channell preferences 

X X 

X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 

Tablee 7.9: Continued 
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EventsEvents 1 X 
NeedsNeeds - possession information 

Installedd base / buying pattern (gross contribution itemized by product group; averages 
onon domestic and international transactions) 
Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services (Occupational health care provider) 
Needss profile 
Affinityy score (Scorecard: A-, B-, C- concept) 
FinancialFinancial position: solvability and liquidity 

X X 

X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

DevelopmentDevelopment of the relationship 
CommercialCommercial value (economic indicators) 

Positionn in the relationship lifecycle 
Customerr life-time value 
Recency y 
Frequency y 
Monetaryy value (gross contribution) 
Cross-selling-rate e 
Retentionn rate 
Relationn duration 
Degreee of customer acquisition 
Sharee of use 
Sharee of spend 
Potentiall spend index (potential gross contribution) 

X X 

X X 
RelationshipRelationship experience (psychological indicators) 

Switchingg cost 
Trust t 
Commitment t 
Satisfaction n 
Attractivity y 
Longg term expectations 

OpportunitiesOpportunities for partnership 
Actorr analysis 
Decision-makingg processes 
Strategicc developments /importance on the customer side 
Commerciall attractiveness of the customer's customers 
Cooperationn intention 
Compatibility y 
Partnerss reputation 

Tablee 7.9: Continued 

ProductProduct  Information 
Onee of the reasons of disappointing sales of the former EB product was a lack of 
productt information and knowledge among Rabo employees. Therefore the BU EB 
introducedd several instruments to make all relevant information on module one 
availablee for front office employees and to learn them about EB. As was stated in 
thee communication plan: "Business advisors don't feel at home with the concept 
Employmentt Benefits and see the phasing of the introduction of the concept as a 
firstt step to learn. Insurance advisors can be categorized into two groups. The first 
groupp is acknowledged with the concept and the latest developments in the market. 
Theyy find the first package to thin. The second group misses important information 
andd has difficultiess with following latest developments." (ComPlanOO). 

Raboo Bank employees were informed about the complete product offering 
throughh a training. The training consisted of three components: a self-study package, 
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aa one-day course (including material) and the EB-site. The main learning goals of 
thee training are summarized in framework 7.1. The application form of module one 
furtherr assisted front office employees with product information. 

Self-studySelf-study Package 
Thee self-study package contains Rabo Groep's vision on employment benefits and 
itss communication strategy (ZelfstudieEB). Its communication strategy emphasized 
itss vision on Employment Benefits through the slogan "people on the balance sheet". 
Itt emphasized that EB-services complement the traditional points of attention of 
SMEE management (attention for managing financial risks and risks on objects) with 
servicess to manage human resource risks. The third message they wanted to sent to 
thee market was about ease in administration. The communication strategy was meant 
too strengthen Rabo Bank's core values: "in the middle of society" and "supporting 
clientss to realize their business ambitions". (ComPlanBCPOO). 

Thee self study package introduces the offering of EB module one as a service 
packagee of management training, Compaan absenteeism control, BZP and PDV 
insurancess and obligatory occupational health care contracts and describes its main 
contentss (ZelfstudieEB): 

•• The subjects of the management training. 
•• The goal, target group, premium determination factors and insured risks of 

thee BZP and PDV insurances. 

Generall knowledge. 
• • 
• • 

• • 

Societall developments and general knowledge about employee benefits. 
Generall knowledge on Interpolis' Employment Benefits package and the 
competition. . 
Specificc knowledge on Interpolis' Employment Benefits package and the 
competition. . 

Interactionn with the customer. 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 

Requirementss signaling. 
Requirementss determination. 
Openingg the conversation. 
Saless argumentation. 
Advisingg and contracting. 

Onn the internall organization. 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 

Preparingg EB sales action. 
Preparingg proactive customer approach. 
Referringg the customer to specialists. 
Monitoringg the commercial process. 
Administration. . 
Monitoringg the usage process. 
Cooperationn with other Rabo/Interpolis employees. 
Organizationall design of the first module. 
Determiningg market opportunities for EB. 

Frameworkk 7.1: Learning goals of the EB training (OverzLeerdoel) 
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•• The main services provided by Compaan (like illness reporting and 
registration;; care insurance; care intermediation; conflict intermediation; 
specialistt psychological interventions; physical rehabilitation programs; 
workplacee advise; business fitness plans; labor expert advise; education; 
temporaryy or continuous substitution of ill employees; replacement and 
laborr intermediation and application for REA subsidies). 

•• The obligatory occupational health care contracts provided by Interpolis' 
partnerss ArboNed, ArboUnie, Relan Arbo, Commit Arbo and De Twaalf 
Provinciën. . 

Thee self-study package shortly mentions ideas on the forthcoming EB modules 
two/three. . 

One-dayOne-day Course 
Thee self-study is followed by a formal course of one day (Sessie99). In this course 
Raboo Bank employees were educated about the general developments in the labor 
market,, human resource management and employee benefits on a macro (societal), 
mesoo (implications for SME's) and micro level (implications for a specific SME). 
Skillss on customer requirements determination, customer problem diagnosis and 
solutionn offering were developed through a role game. 

TheThe EB-site 
Interpoliss planned the 'Raboweb sales application BCP' to support risk 
determinationn (advising), the offering and the acceptation phase (RabowebBCP99). 
Thee functionality of the 'Raboweb sales application BCP' resembles the 
functionalityy of the system Arend that supported the offering and contracting phase 
att EB-support (Startplanning99). This way Rabo employees were offered the same 
functionalityy as employees of the BU EB. The application was complementary to 
KBM,, Rabo's market analysis tool. The Raboweb had to provide product 
informationn and functionality for electronically applying offers. Raboweb in general 
providess four categories of functionality: news, processes, process related 
informationn and personal development. The EB-site also provided these four 
categoriess (HandTrainEBsie). 

Thee EB site contains descriptions of the first EB module and provides 
informationn on the ideas and planning of module two/three (HandTrainEBsie). 
Www.ebb supports knowledge building on employment benefits through the 
establishmentt of a learning community (RaboWebBCP99; HandTrainEBsie). A 
journalistt was responsible for content management. Recent articles on EB related 
topicss were provided by the site, experiences could be interchanged, the site 
containedd a frequent asked questions list and questions to be answered by EB-
supportt or other experts of the BU EB could be asked. 

"Eighty"Eighty percent of all questions about EB need to be answered by Rabo 
BanksBanks themselves. This is achieved through a high quality sales system with 
thethe right product information and order status data and www.eb (with for 
instanceinstance a frequent ashed questions list). The remaining 20% will  be 
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answeredanswered by the help desk EB-support in the first place and otherwise by 
suppliers." suppliers." 

Runningg BCP, PDV and BZP contracts are disclosed for Rabo employees 
throughh the Raboweb sales application BCP (RabowebBCP99). Covering 
percentages,, excesses, prolongation dates and premiums are visible for running 
contracts.. Proposals and the status of proposals are visible as well. 

TheThe Application Form 
Thee offer application form and the offer itself further simplified matters. On the left 
handd paper the main elements of the EB services were described. On the right hand 
paperr all information needed to collect from the SME entrepreneur was simplified 
andd clearly categorized. Linkage of the legal assistance insurance to recover 
damagess on third parties to the BZP as an optional element of the BCP was clear on 
thee application form (AanvrgFormBCP; PDS-offl.9). 

Productt information available on EB was about the assortment (the module one 
package).. The composition of the package was clearly described in brochures, the 
self-training,, on the offer application form and on the EB site. The package was 
positionedd to other Rabo services as a product to support the HRM aspect of SME 
managementt besides the physical objects and financial aspects. The linkage with 
additionall  products was clear, the legal assistance insurance was clearly linked to the 
BZPP part of module one and presented as a cross selling opportunity. Conditions (for 
instancee on obliged reporting of running cases of absenteeism or on occupational 
healthh care service contracts) were part of the product information. 

ProcessProcess  Information 
Thee process information provides insight into delivery time norms of the assortment. 
Inn the information for their intermediaries (Rabo Banks in the first place) the BU EB 
wass quite explicit about its delivery norms. The offering would be processed in 5 
days,, i.e. maximum 5 days after receipt of the offer application form at the BU EB, 
thee offer would be send to the customer and intermediary. Additional information on 
thee application would be collected within two days. The declaration in which the 
customerr gives permission to collect information from its administration office / 
accountantt would be processed within 5 days. Interpolis would send the customer a 
tangiblee folder to file module one related documents within 5 days after acceptation. 
Interpoliss would send the policy within 15 days. (InfoTussenP; PDS-AdvVerk99; 
INS-offacc99). . 

Effectivenes ss of Fron t Offic e 
Thee Starter project to introduce module one was a reaction on problems with the 

formerr EB product (the BZP). I discuss the effectiveness of the front office as was 
obtainedd through the Starter program and indications of ineffectiveness of the front 
officee to sell the former EB product. 
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EffectivenessEffectiveness  of  Front  Office  for  Module  One after  Starter 
Inn the introduction of module one, a comprehensive set of measures were taken to 
supportt Rabo Banks in the specification of the EB services. I didn't find any 
structurall  indication in the project Starter of ineffectiveness of the front office. The 
firstfirst pilot banks indicated insufficient information on occupational disability 
servicess (RaboMade). As these contracts were a condition to buying the EB 
package,, Rabo Banks showed the need to inform their customers about these 
contracts.. During the pilot this early signal was transformed into the decision to 
providee more information on occupational health care services. 

EffectivenessEffectiveness  of  Front  Office  for  the Former  BZP before  Starter 
Thee comprehensive set of measures around the introduction of EB module one could 
bee seen as a reaction on the problems Interpolis and Rabo experienced with the 
formerr EB product, the BZP. Due to insufficient knowledge of business advisors on 
insurancess in general and on EB in particular, Interpolis faced disappointing 
turnoverr for its former EB product. The BZP was no part of the marketing database 
norr of sales support applications and Rabo Banks suffered knowledge on the product 
(WillemIIEB99).. A pilot on module one confirmed this. 

"This"This project showed that the questions belonging to the different insurances 
neededneeded alignment, many questions doubled; that explaining the complexity 
ofof the product almost was impossible (at least in one hour) and that self 
serviceservice and to-the-point information was a critical success factor. " 

Thee complexity of the BZP product introduced a comprehensive information 
collectionn process, which led to unpredictability of lead-times (WillemIIEB99). 

"The"The BU EB will  guarantee throughput times of offer processing, so the 
salesmensalesmen doesn 't have to be ashamed for its products any more. " 

Thee problems with the former EB product indicate that proactivity suffered 
becausee of insufficient product information and that specification lead-times were 
longerr as a result of insufficient process information (no predictable delivery norms 
forr the offer and product). This is expressed in table 7.10. 

Ineffectiveness: Ineffectiveness: 

DueDue to: 
Insufficientt relation 
information n 
Insufficientt product 
information n 
Insufficientt process 
information n 

Limited Limited 
proactivitv proactivitv 

X X 

Specification Specification 
quality quality 

problems problems 

Longer Longer 
specification specification 

lead-time lead-time 

X X 

Limited Limited 
protectionprotection of 
thethe back office 

Tablee 7.10: Consequences of insufficient product information on the former EB product, the 
BZP P 
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Conclusion ::  What I learned from Interpoli s 

Propositionn one is supported by this case study. The product and process 
informationn relates to the degree of customization (segmented standardization). The 
relationn information in the form of a customer profile relates to the specification of a 
higherr degree of customization (customized standardization), but at least suffices for 
segmentedd standardization. Relation information on a customer profile level could 
bee explained by the fact that relation information in KBM and OLI is not only used 
forr EB module one service specification but for many other services as well (for 
whichh the degree of customization is not established in this study). Furthermore, this 
relationn information is not only used for service specification purposes but also for 
marketingg purposes (analyzing the local market). 

Propositionn two is supported as well. After introduction of module one by the 
projectt Starter no indications of ineffectiveness of the 'one-stop-shop' front office 
typee were found. Interpolis' analysis of the situation of their former EB product, 
however,, indicates that insufficient product information leads to limited proactivity 
andd that insufficient process information leads to longer specification lead-times. 

Basedd on proposition three, one would not expect a combination of a 
standardizedd service process and service type and a selling interaction governance 
onn the one hand and an empowerment management approach, relationship marketing 
approachh and a searching for economies of scope on the other hand. Furthermore, 
thee value adding focus (on source, process and interactivity) seems to be somewhat 
inn the middle between mass and scope orientation. 

Thiss pattern is interesting because theoretically it looks incongruent but in 
practicee it was quite congruent. Interpolis faced the challenge to introduce quite 
complexx EB services to a market, which was unaware of its HRM risks and 
opportunities,, and through a distribution channel, which showed limited readiness 
forr these services. They deliberately chose a migration strategy towards more 
complexx services (module two/three) by first introducing a standardized package in 
whichh they could emphasize their relationship marketing intention and their advise 
bankk intention. This was done by creating customer awareness on EB through 
relationn oriented seminars and advise by Rabo Banks and the offering of a simply to 
understandd and explain service package. Part of the service package was a training 
onn human resource aspects, which created further awareness amongst customers on 
HRMM risks and opportunities. Furthermore, module one reduced the customer's risk 
resultingg from absenteeism (by prevention, insurances and re-integration). The 
thoroughh introduction of this module had to result in larger awareness in the 
distributionn channel for the HRM aspects of SME management and was meant to 
facilitatee relation-oriented instead of product-oriented advice. One could have 
doubtss about whether this last objective could be reached by introducing a product 
servicee type like module one. But at least awareness on EB was created in the 
markett and distribution channel. The plans on module two and three indicate more 
customizationn opportunities, indicating a migration towards a scope oriented pattern 
withh more emphasis on mass customization, component based service processes, a 
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moree interactive and client focused value adding process and a sparring interaction 
governance. . 

Inn proposition three I not only propose three generic strategic patterns, but I also 
relatee these to the type of front office. This proposition is supported by the case. In 
thee mass oriented strategy for the SME market, the front office type 'one-stop-shop' 
iss recognized. Interestingly, in Interpolis' front office for specifying EB module one 
thee relation information is a customer profile, which is congruent with the 
empowermentt perspective and relationship marketing approach in Interpolis 
strategicc pattern. The customer profile supports the relational elements in module 
onee and empowers front office employees to perform these elements. 

Interpolis'' overall EB strategy shows a large range of interrelated innovations of 
recombinativee and radical nature. Many of the recombinative and some of the 
radicall innovations enhance earlier built competences and through the radical 
innovationss new competencies are acquired or Interpolis strategically aligned itself 
too third parties having the required competencies. Interpolis went through an 
impressivee series of changes related to its EB strategy, supporting the premise of 
resourcee based thinking that resources are developed over time through 
breakthroughh innovations and incremental innovations in processes and products 
andd by continuously responding to market needs (Hunt & Morgan, 1995). This 
resourcee building (which is path dependent and requires learning processes) 
contributess to the firm's heterogeneity. Whether these innovations will lead to an 
oscillationn between two of the three generic strategies as could be recognized in 
otherr case studies, can't be concluded due to the limited scope and time window of 
thiss study. The parallels between the plans to approach the large enterprise market 
andd the SME market, the new distribution channels Interpolis acquired through its 
mergerr and its multi-channel distribution intention, suggest a partnership oriented 
strategyy for its large enterprise market in combination with a more modular based 
servicee offering for its SME market and the 'personal benefits' employee market. 

Thee 'network ecosystem' framework of Klüber et al. (1999) showed to be 
relevantt to analyze the BU EB's network positioning. Interpolis clearly took the 
positionn of establishes maintainer, standard setter and operational manager in the 
networkk to take maximum control over the network. Interpolis recognized the 
limitationss of network organization. The variety of requirements from the market 
unitss (service requests) on the product units (service providers) showed to be too 
largee resulting in too much SLA's. Furthermore, Interpolis faced uncertainties on 
economicc exploitation of new to build infrastructure and de facto standard setting. 
Throughh the merger Interpolis gained control over a large part of the process 
providers,, which made it easier to arrive at critical mass and to set de facto standards 
inn the market. Furthermore, Interpolis enlarged its infrastructure by gaining access to 
thee infrastructure of its partners. The front offices Rabo Banks and Rabo NL, 
togetherr with the BU EB could be viewed as the access point to the service network. 
Inn the activities of this access point we recognize one of the functions of service 
specificationn mentioned in chapter two: specification of the implementation set of 
thee service network. 
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Interpoli ss  Specifi c Reference s 

ReferenceReference code 
AanvrgFormBCP P 
BContinuPlan n 
BesOffProc99 9 
BlauwITarch99 9 
BrochCompaan n 
BusplanGO O 

BZPpolis s 
CommProcBA A 

ComPlanBCPOO O 

EvaCompaan98 8 
HandboekBZP P 

HandboekComp p 
HandboekPDV V 

HandTrainEBsite e 

InfoTussenP P 
InrBUemploy98 8 

INSAfbaMKB99 9 
INSBehGebrk99 9 
INS-KBM99 9 
INS-KBMdoel99 9 
INS-offacc99 9 

INS-Slm99 9 

IPVerzNet2000 0 
Jvrslg98 8 
Jvrslg99 9 
JvrslgOl l 
JvrslgRaboOO O 
Kaderdocu99 9 

KBMscherm m 
KSFgemak k 

MensopBalans s 
NaarSucBCP99 9 

OveizLeerdoel l 
PvAEBsupport99 9 

Document Document 
Aanvraagformulierr Bedrijfs Continuiteits Plan 1.12 
Bedrijfscontinuiteitsplan.Wantt mensen moeten het doen. 
Besprekingsverslagg offerte/acceptatieproces, oktober 1999 
Blauwdrukk IT-architectuur MKB, Gemak dient de mens, juli 1999 
Brochuree Compaan Verzuimbeheersing 
Businessplann marktunit Grote Ondernemingen, concept, 25 januari 
2000 0 
Bedrijfss Zeker Plan, polis, november 1999 
Commercieell  proces Employment Benefits, werkinstructie Assistent 
Bedrijvenn Adviseur binnendienst 
Communicatieplann Bedrijfs Continuitiets Plan (concept), januari 
2000 0 
Evaluatiee piltot Compaan Verzuimbeheersing (12-1997 t/m 8-1998) 
Handboekk Administratieve Organisatie Bedrij fsZekerPlan, november 
19999 9 
Handboekk Compaan Verzuimbeheersing, september 1998 
Handboekk Administratieve Organisatie, Premiedempingsverzekering, 
novemberr 1999 
Handss on training EB-site, EB-communicatie via internettechnologie, 
pilot/0.1 1 
Informatiee voor de tussenpersoon 
Inrichtingg Business Unit Employment Services, presentatie aan de 
Raadd van Commissarissen Interpolis, oktober 1998 
Internee notitie Starter, afbakening MKB-1.1, september 1999 
Internee notitie Starter, beheer en gebruiksproces, november 1999 
Internee notitie Starter, KBM, KlandBeeld Monitor, november 1999 
Internee notitie Starter, KBM (incl. doelgroepprofiel), november 1999 
Internee notitie Starter, terugkoppeling reacties offerte en 
acceptatieproces,, november 1999 
Internee notitie Starter, service level management EB MKB, 
novemberr 1999 
Interpoliss Verzuimnetwerk, januari 2000 
Jaarverslagg 1998, Interpolis 
Jaarverslagg 1999, Interpolis, Een kwestie van tijd 
Jaarberichtt 2001, Interpolis, Glashelder 
Jaarverslagg 2000, Rabobank Groep 
Kaderdocumentt marketing, label en vormgeving Employment 
Benefitss (MKB), oktover 1999 
Klantt Bedienings Model, schermprints 
Kritiekee succesfactor van Emploment Benefits voor het MKB is 
gemak,, Rabofacet 
Dee mens op de balans. 
Naarr een succesvol Bedrijven Compact Polis, voorstel 
verbeterprogramma,, PriceEaterhouseCoopers, juli 1999 
Overzichtt leerdoelen 
Plann van aanpak EB-support, oktober 1999 
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PvAOpleidingEB B 
ProcPemba a 
Prodbeleid99 9 
ProdPemba99 9 

PDS-AdvVerk99 9 

PDS-CommProc c 

PDS-MBena99 9 

PDS-offl.9 9 
RaboMade e 
RaboWeb02 2 
RabowebBCP99 9 

Sessie99 9 
StartPlanning99 9 
VragenStarter r 
WillemIIEB99 9 
ZelfstudieEB B 

Plann van aanpak. Opleidingen EB, oktober 1999 
Proceduress Pemba, september 1998 
Produktbeleidd Employment Benefits, januari 1999 
Produktbeschrijvingg Pemba-verzekeringen, Informatie over Pemba 
enn Pemba-gerelateerde verzekeringen, november 1999 
Projectt documentatie Starter: proces advies en verkoop EB-MKB1, 
septemberr 1999 
Projectt documentatie Starter: Commercieel proces Employment 
Benefitss / Afzet van BCP 
Projectt documentatie Starter: proces Employment Benefits 
Projectt documentatie Starter: proces marktbenadering EB-MKB1 
doorr een seminar/bijeenkomst, september 1999 
Projectt documentatie Starter offerte 1.9 
Raboo Bank Made e.o. / gemaksbewaking 
www.rabonederland.nl,, October 2002. 
Rabowebb verkoopapplicatie Bedrijfs Continuitiets Plan, Interpolis 
Employmentt Benefits IT & Processing, functioneel ontwerp, 
decemberr 1999 
Sessiee Klantorientatie, handleiding, november 1999 
Starterr - Integrale planning, oktober 1999 
Vragenlijstt Starter 
Dee Willem II van Employment Benefits, McKinsey, mei 1999 
Zelfstudiepakkett Employment Benefits, cursistenmateriaal 
Opleidingenn BBO-

'Heavyy Dog Kiss' is a statue of Dennis Oppenheim situated in Interpolis' flexible working 
spacee office in Tilburg. One department organized a petition against the piece of art. 
"Disgusting!",, was the reaction (Jvrslg98). Interpolis deliberately collects and exhibits 
provokingg art (Jvrslg98). 
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